Looking for a Teaching Assistant (TA) for Fall semester 2023

**Course:** "Ethics and Law of AI" (Master level, EPFL)

**Candidate:** ideally a PhD student or a MA student with prerequisites mentioned below

2 to 3 hours per week during the semester

**The course** will have 2h of course and 1h of exercise. The exercise will give students the opportunity to explore use-cases and discuss concrete implementations of ethical/legal reflections on AI. The exercise is akin to a discussion session in small groups.

**TA duties:**
a) support the students in their group discussion (helping students structure their discussion)
b) be first point of contact for questions students might send per email
c) coordinate practical issues linked to the room and the like.

**Presence on campus:** at minimum 1 hour on Tuesday during the exercise session of the class (15h00-16h00)

**Prerequisites:** TA should bring an interest in ethical debates on digital technologies. Ideally they would bring a specific expertise in one of the main questions of the course (data, algorithms, design, social justice, law, science and technology study, sociology of digital technologies).

**Application:** please send your CV and a short explanation of your motivation in an email to johan.rochel@epfl.ch

Dr Johan Rochel
CDH - Collège des Humanités
johan.rochel@epfl.ch
076 548 87 31